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the cortical representation of their digits increased. In
contrast, when monkeys were trained on a key-turning
task, which engaged the wrist/forearm, the correspond-
ing cortical areas were found to be enlarged.
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imaging experiments with humans. Studies using mag-
netic source imaging revealed that the cortical represen-
tation of the left-hand digits of string players was larger
Summary than that of control subjects (Elbert et al., 1995). Training
on a sequence of finger movements over a few weeks
The primary motor cortex (M1) is known to control resulted in enlarged activation of the primary motor cor-
motor performance. Recent findings have also impli- tex when subjects performed the practiced sequence,
compared to a novel, unpracticed sequence (Karni et al.,cated M1 in motor learning, as neurons in this area
1995). Using transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS),show learning-related plasticity. In the present study,
Pascual-Leone and colleagues found that both mentalwe analyzed the neuronal activity recorded in M1 in a
and physical practice led to an improvement in five-force field adaptation task. Our goal was to investigate
finger piano exercises. Such improvement was associ-the neuronal reorganization across behavioral epochs
ated with the modulation of cortical motor output to the(before, during, and after adaptation). Here we report
muscles utilized in the task (Pascual-Leone et al., 1994).two main findings. First, memory cells were present in
More recently, Classen and colleagues used focal TMStwo classes. With respect to the changes of preferred
of the motor cortex to elicit isolated limb movementsdirection (Pd), these two classes complemented each (Classen et al., 1998). They found that continuous train-
other after readaptation. Second, for the entire neu- ing on a particular direction of thumb movement for
ronal population, the shift of Pd matched the shift ob- as little as 10 min could bias the direction of evoked
served for muscles. These results provide a framework movements, suggesting that training rapidly alters the
whereby the activity of distinct neuronal subpopula- cortical network subserving thumb movement. The au-
tions combines to subserve both functions of motor thors speculated that this change could subserve a
performance and motor learning. short-term memory for movement and might potentially
be the first stage of skill acquisition.
Neuronal recordings from awake, behaving monkeysIntroduction
have also revealed plasticity at the single cell level in a
number of learning tasks. For example, neurons in theA wealth of evidence derived from studies with humans
primary motor cortex, the premotor cortex, and the sup-and nonhuman primates indicates that the sensory and
plementary eye field exhibited learning-dependent ac-motor areas of the cerebral cortex are plastic. For in-
tivity changes in a visuomotor association task (Mitzstance, experiments on primates showed that re-map-
et al., 1991; Chen and Wise, 1995; Wise et al., 1998).ping occurs in the somatosensory cortex when sensory
Nakamura and colleagues showed that a subset of me-nerves from a body part are severed or deactivated by
dial frontal neurons were more active during perfor-a local anesthetic (Faggin et al., 1997; Florence and
mance of a new sequence compared to a learned se-Kaas, 1995; Manger et al., 1996; Borsook et al., 1998).
quence of movements, and suggested that theseAfter recovery, the cortical area deprived of the sensory
neurons might be involved in the acquisition of newinput from the amputated part was activated by stimula-
sequential procedures (Nakamura et al., 1998). Previoustion of an adjacent body part. Similar observations have
studies on the neural correlates of long-term memory
been made when a lesion was selectively placed in a had also revealed neuronal plasticity associated with
small, circumscribed cortical area (Xerri et al., 1998). perceptual learning (Sakai and Miyashita, 1991).
Neuronal plasticity has also been demonstrated in stud- To our knowledge, however, no studies have explored
ies employing electrical microstimulation and behavioral changes in neuronal activity during learning that in-
training. For instance, it was found that cortical repre- volved a change in movement dynamics. Psychophysi-
sentation increases in the primary auditory cortex for a cal experiments conducted in our laboratory have dem-
frequency range that monkeys were trained to discrimi- onstrated that human subjects adapt to a viscous force
nate (Recanzone et al., 1993). Nudo and colleagues used field imposed on their visually guided planar reaching
intracortical microstimulation to map the representation movements (Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi, 1994). The
of the distal forelimb zone of the primary motor cortex perturbation of the movement trajectories decreased
of monkeys (Nudo et al., 1996). Microstimulations were and eventually disappeared as subjects adapted to
applied before and after training on two tasks that differ- these force fields. When the force field was removed,
entially engaged specific sets of digit and forelimb the movement trajectories curved in the direction oppo-
movements. When monkeys performed in a small object site of that observed when the force field was first im-
retrieval task, in which they actively used their digits, posed. The existence of this aftereffect suggested that
subjects developed an internal model of the dynamics
of the motor environment as they adapted to the force2Correspondence: emilio@ai.mit.edu
field. In the current study, we extended the force field3 Present address: Departments of Psychiatry/Physiology, Chang
adaptation paradigm to monkeys. Our aim was to exam-Gung Memorial Hospital and Chang Gung University, Kwei-shan,
Tao-yuan 333, Taiwan. ine the change in neuronal activity in the primary motor
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Figure 1. The Experimental Setup and the
Behavioral Paradigm
(A) The monkey held a two-link low-friction
manipulandum. Two torque motors mounted
at the base of the manipulandum and con-
nected independently to each joint enabled
specific forces to be applied.
(B) The trial structure of the delayed, visually
instructed, reaching task (see text).
(C) The clockwise curl force field used in the
experiment is plotted in velocity space. The
direction of the perturbing force is orthogonal
to the hand velocity and the magnitude pro-
portional to the hand speed.
(D) Predictions of change in the preferred di-
rection (Pd) of muscles’ EMG during expo-
sure to a curl field. In the absence of external
forces (left), only muscles (green) exert a force
upon the hand of the monkey. When a clock-
wise force field is introduced (right), two
forces are present: the force exerted by the
muscles (green) and the force exerted by the
manipulandum (red). The vector sum of these
two forces gives a resultant force (blue) point-
ing in a direction shifted clockwise. The Pd
of each muscle, represented in real space,
shifts in the Force epoch compared to the
Baseline. For all muscles, this shift occurs in
the same direction, namely the direction of
the external force. When the force is turned
off, the Pd of each muscle returns to its origi-
nal value.
cortex of monkeys as they adapt to a new dynamic behavioral epochs: (1) a Baseline epoch, in which the
monkey performed the task without a force field; (2) aenvironment.
We have previously reported that when monkeys en- Force epoch, in which a force field was applied; and (3)
a Washout epoch, in which the force field was removed.gage in this adaptation paradigm, new cells (tune-in
cells) are recruited as other cells leave the pool (tune- Typically, the monkey performed 160 to 200 successful
trials (“hits”) in each epoch, which averaged to 20 to 25out cells) (Gandolfo et al., 2000). In the present study,
we investigated the changes of the neuronal activity “hits” for each of the eight movement directions. Each
experiment lasted for approximately 2 hr. In each ses-of the primary motor cortex (M1) with respect to the
parameters characterizing their tuning curves. We found sion, one of two curl, viscous force fields—clockwise
or counterclockwise—was applied in the Force epochthat two different classes of memory cells coexist and
balance each other after exposure to the force field. (Figure 1C). These force fields imposed predictable
changes on the muscular activity in the Force epochWhen the entire population was considered, the changes
of preferred direction across behavioral epochs ob- (Figure 1D).
To characterize the “goodness” of movements, weserved for neurons matched the corresponding changes
observed for muscles. This match was due to the con- derived the speed profile from each trajectory. We then
computed a correlation coefficient (CC) measuring thecurrent presence of the two classes of memory cells.
similarity between the actual speed profile and an ideal
speed profile (Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi, 1994). TheResults
values of the CC range between 21 and 1, and are close
to 1 when the actual speed profiles are close to ideal.Adaptation to the Force Field
The results of a representative experimental session areTwo monkeys performed center-out visually instructed
depicted in Figure 2. In the Baseline, when no forcereaching movements. The monkeys held the manipulan-
was present, the CC was high and the trajectories weredum of a two-degree-of-freedom, lightweight, low-fric-
straight. When a counterclockwise force field was intro-tion robot arm. The position of the manipulandum and
duced, the performance deteriorated (the CC dropped)the targets were displayed on a computer monitor
and trajectories deviated in the direction of the force.placed in front of the monkey (Figure 1A). This setup was
As the monkey adapted to the perturbation, however,essentially identical to that previously used in human
trajectories returned straight and the CC reached abehavioral studies (Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi, 1994).
steady state. During the late Force epoch, the perfor-In the task, the monkeys performed delayed, visually
mance was essentially indistinguishable from the Base-instructed, reaching movements, as illustrated in Figure
1B. Each experimental session was divided into three line. When the force field was removed, in the Washout,
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Figure 2. Correlation Coefficient and Movement Trajectories in the Three Behavioral Epochs
(A) The correlation coefficient (CC) was close to 1 in the Baseline (performance close to ideal). In the Force epoch, the CC dropped abruptly
and gradually recovered, reaching a steady state. In the Washout, the CC briefly decreased again (aftereffect), and then quickly returned to
the original levels.
(B) Trajectories recorded in the same day. Note that the deviations observed in the aftereffect mirror the early effects of the force field.
an “aftereffect” was observed in which the trajectories direction (Pd) was defined as the direction of the vector
sum of the vectors representing the activity for each ofdeviated in a way that mirrored the change in the early
Force. After a brief readaptation phase, the movement the eight directions of movement. (2) The average firing
frequency (Avf) was defined as the average of the neu-trajectories again became straight and the CC regained
its original high values. ronal firing rates in the eight movement directions. (3)
The tuning width (Tw) was defined as the angle overThe activity of neurons in the primary motor cortex
(M1) was recorded while monkeys performed during the which the activity was higher than half of the maximal
activity (maximum of the tuning curve). The Pd and TwBaseline, Force, and Washout epochs. In the analysis
presented in the following sections, we focused on the were computed only for those neurons showing a signifi-
cant nonuniform distribution of activity across the eightneuronal and muscular activity recorded in trials with
similar kinematics. In other words, we only considered movement directions (pR , 0.05, Rayleigh test). The
neuronal activity in the Baseline, Force, and Washouttrials corresponding to the three bottom panels of Figure
2B and to the steady-state regions of the correlation epochs were statistically compared in terms of the three
parameters used to characterize the tuning curve. Thecoefficient. Thus, we were able to dissociate the neural
activity related to the kinematics from the activity related comparison was made separately for each parameter.
Neurons whose activity remained invariant across theto the dynamics of movement. In the Force epoch, the
kinematics were essentially the same as in the Baseline three behavioral epochs (x-x-x) were called kinematic
cells, as their activity appeared to be correlated with(i.e., the trajectories were straight and the speed profiles
were close to ideal). However, the dynamics were differ- the kinematics of the movement. Neurons whose activity
was modulated by the force field (x-y-x) were calledent since the monkeys compensated for the external
force field in the Force epoch but not in the Baseline. dynamic cells. Some cells, modulated by the force field,
retained their modulation in the Washout epoch suchIn addition, we were able to dissociate the motor perfor-
mance from the effects of motor adaptation. In the that their activity profile in the Washout was more similar
to that in the Force than in the Baseline epoch (x-y-y).Washout, the performance of the monkeys was essen-
tially identical to the Baseline, both in terms of the kine- These neurons were named “memory” cells, as they
appeared to maintain in the Washout a memory tracematics and the dynamics of movement. Differences in
activity between the Washout and the Baseline epochs of the force field imposed in the Force epoch. We also
found another class of cells whose activity was not mod-were therefore attributed to the effects of adaptation.
These considerations served as the basis for classifying ulated by the force but was modulated in the Washout
(x-x-y). We classified the (x-x-y) cells as memory cellsneurons.
because their activity in the Washout was different from
the Baseline. We named the (x-y-y) and (x-x-y) cells ClassNeural Plasticity in M1
I and Class II memory cells, respectively. In some in-A total of 162 neurons were considered for the present
stances, cells were modulated by the force and againanalysis. For each trial, we analyzed the neuronal activity
in the Washout (x-y-z).from 200 ms before the onset of the movement to the end
Figures 3A–3E show examples of kinematic, dynamic,of the movement (movement-related activity). A tuning
and memory cells. Since the preferred direction (Pd),curve was constructed from the neuronal activity of the
average firing frequency (Avf), and tuning width (Tw)eight directions of movement. Three parameters were
used to characterize each tuning curve. (1) The preferred were used separately to characterize the neuronal activ-
Neuron
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Figure 3. Examples of Cells
The tuning curves are plotted in polar coordi-
nates. For each cell, the three plots represent
the movement-related activity in the Baseline
(left), in the Force epoch (center), and in the
Washout (right). In each plot, the circle in
dashed line represents the average activity
during the center hold time window, when the
monkey holds the manipulandum inside the
center square and waits for instructions. (A),
(B), (C), and (D) are examples of kinematic
(x-x-x), dynamic (x-y-x), memory I (x-y-y), and
memory II (x-x-y) cells, in terms of the modula-
tion of the Pd. A neuron could display modu-
lation in more than one parameter. For in-
stance, the neuron shown in (B) has dynamic
property both in terms of the Pd and the Tw,
and (E) shows a neuron that has memory
property both in terms of the Avf and the Pd.
(F) shows a neuron collected in a control ex-
periment, in which no force field was used.
The Pd remained unchanged across the three
arbitrarily divided behavioral epochs, each
consisting of 200 successful trials. All cells
(A)–(E) were recorded with a clockwise force
field. Cells (A)–(C) are from monkey B, cells
(D)–(F) are from monkey M. All plots are nor-
malized to the maximal activity across the
three epochs. The labels on the left refer to
the changes of Pd.
ity, a cell could exhibit dynamic or memory properties (Figure 3C). In the Washout, however, Class I memory
cells maintained their newly acquired Pd. In contrast,in terms of any of the three parameters. The shifts of
Pd are particularly interesting because they reflect the Class II memory cells (x-y-y) did not change their Pd in
the Force epoch, but shifted their Pd in the Washout.constraints imposed by the curl force fields. The Pd of
the cell shown in Figure 3A remained essentially un- This shift typically occurred in the direction opposite to
the previously experienced force field. For the cellchanged across the three behavioral epochs. This cell
was thus classified as kinematic. Dynamic cells shifted shown in Figure 3D, which was recorded in a session
where a clockwise force field had been introduced intheir Pd in the Force epoch compared to the Baseline.
This shift typically occurred in the direction of the ap- the Force epoch, the shift of Pd occurred in the Washout
in the counterclockwise direction.plied force field (clockwise in the example shown in
Figure 3B). In the Washout, the Pd of dynamic cells Recording experiments were occasionally conducted
without using the force field (seven cells total). In thesereturned to their original values. Class I memory cells
(x-x-y) shifted their Pd in the Force epoch. Their shifts sessions, the monkeys performed approximately 600
hits in the Baseline condition. Three cells were direction-also occurred in the direction of the external force field
Reorganization of Neuronal Activity in Motor Cortex
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Figure 4. Distribution of the Preferred Directions
Each line represents the Pd of a single neuron. Circular statistics showed that the distribution is homogeneous across directions in all three
epochs (see text).
ally tuned in all three epochs and all of them were classi- significant change in either x or y measures, and lie
close to the origin of the axes. The dynamic cells (blue)fied as kinematic according to the changes of Pd. Figure
3F shows one cell recorded in a control experiment. It show changes on both axes, but in opposite directions,
and thus lie on the diagonal crossing the second andcan be seen that the tuning curve stays essentially stable
throughout the session. fourth quadrant. The Class I memory cells (green) display
modulation in the x but not in the y measure and there-At the population level, we first analyzed the distribu-
tion of the preferred directions. The distribution for the fore lie close to the x axis. The Class II memory cells
(red), displaying a modulation in the y but not in the xthree behavioral epochs is shown in Figure 4. Circular
statistics performed to test for the homogeneity of the measure, lie on the y axis. Note that there do not appear
to be clear-cut boundaries between the different catego-distribution revealed that the null hypothesis of homoge-
neity holds for all three epochs (V 5 1.279, Baseline; ries of neurons, which were classified according to sta-
tistical measures. The percentages of cells in each cate-V 5 0.838, Force; V 5 1.236, Washout; p . 0.15 in all
cases; see Fisher, 1993). We then studied the shifts of gory, for the three parameters studied, are reported in
Table 1.Pd across epochs. As a population, the neurons showed
a shift of Pd in the direction of the applied force field in The other, off-diagonal plots of Figure 6 illustrate the
relations between changes of different parameters. Con-the Force epoch compared to the Baseline (average
change of Pd 5 16.28, SD 5 268, p , 1026, Figure 5A). sider for instance plot 6Ab. The position of each cell in
the plot refers to the changes of Pd (axes: Pd), whileAs the monkey continued in the Washout epoch, the Pd
shifted in the opposite direction (14.38, SD 5 328, p , the color refers to the changes of Avf (color: Avf). The
conventions for colors are the same as in the diagonal0.0003), such that there was no net change of Pd be-
tween the Washout and the Baseline (p 5 0.9). The fact plots. It can be seen that, unlike in the diagonal plots,
there is no systematic relationship between the colorthat the changes of Pd between the Washout and the
Baseline essentially averaged to zero reflects the pres- and the position on the axes. In other words, the classifi-
cations performed according to the Pd and the Avf ap-ence of the two classes of memory cells. Furthermore,
at the population level, the neuronal shifts of Pd across pear to be independent. The same conclusion holds
when considering plot 6Ba, where the position on theepochs matched the shifts of Pd recorded for single
muscles (see next section). axes refers to the changes of Avf (axes: Avf) and the
color refers to the changes of Pd (color: Pd). The re-We also studied the differences of average firing fre-
quency (Avf) between the Force epoch and the Baseline maining plots illustrate the relations between changes of
Pd and changes of Tw (plots 6Ac and 6Ca) and betweenfor the neuronal population (Figure 5B). The Avf in-
creased in the Force epoch compared to the Baseline, changes of Avf and changes of Tw (plots 6Bc and 6Cb).
Again, the classifications based upon different parame-and the average increase was 19% (SD 5 65%, p ,
0.001). The Avf increased again by 12% (SD 5 51%, p , ters do not appear to be directly related.
Finally, when multiple parameters were considered at0.004) in the Washout, compared to the Force epoch.
Finally, we analyzed the changes of tuning width (Tw) the same time, most neurons showed some change
across epochs (61/64 considering Pd and Avf; 21/25across epochs. As a population, neurons did not show
any significant change of Tw in the Force epoch or in considering Pd and Tw; 24/25 considering Avf and Tw;
25/25 considering Pd, Avf, and Tw).the Washout (Figure 5C).
Figure 6 shows, for each parameter, the change in
the Force epoch compared to the Baseline versus that
in the Washout compared to the Force epoch. All neu- Electromyographic Activity: Theoretical
Predictions and Experimental Resultsrons are shown and color coded according to their cate-
gory. Consider first the three plots 6Aa, 6Bb, and 6Cc The electromyographic activity (EMG) was rectified and
integrated over the same movement-related time win-(diagonal plots), referring to the changes of Pd, Avf, and
Tw, respectively. The kinematic cells (black) show no dow used for cells (from 200 ms before movement onset
Neuron
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Figure 5. Histograms
Changes in the preferred direction (A), average firing frequency (B), and tuning width (C) for the activity of M1 neurons as a population during
the movement-related time period in the force adaptation task. The arrows in (A) indicate the direction of the force field. The preferred
directions are “flipped” for cells recorded with the CK force field. The plots in the first column represent the difference between the Force
and Baseline epochs, the second column the difference between the Washout and Force epochs, and the third column the difference between
the Washout and Baseline epochs. The vertical axis represents the number of cells. In each plot, M is the median of the histogram, m is the
mean of the histogram, and p is the p value obtained from a t test (circular t test for Pd and Tw).
up to the end of movement). We represented the activity imposed a constraint on the change in muscle activity
following adaptation to the force field (Figure 1D). Briefly,of each muscle with a tuning curve and defined a pre-
ferred direction. The curl fields used in the adaptation when monkeys performed in the Force epoch, the exter-
nal force summed with the force exerted by the musclesparadigm provided an isotropic (rotation-invariant) per-
turbation, in that the external force was always orthogo- on the hand. As a result, the preferred direction of the
muscles rotated in the direction of the external forcenal to the movement for all eight directions. This choice
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field. Because the perturbation was isotropic, the rota- changes observed for muscles. As a population, the Pd
of neurons shifted in the direction of the applied forcetion occurred for all muscles in the same direction—
clockwise or counterclockwise depending on the force in the Force epoch and shifted back in the opposite
direction in the Washout epoch. The magnitude of the Pdfield used—irrespective of their initial preferred di-
rection. shift of the neuronal population (16.28 Force-Baseline;
214.38 Washout-Force) was smaller, though compara-These predictions were experimentally confirmed. For
muscles, the directional tuning of the EMG activity ble, to that observed for muscles (18.88 Force-Baseline;
221.78 Washout-Force).changed in the direction of the applied force in the Force
epoch and returned to the baseline in the Washout ep- The match between the neuronal population and the
muscle activity could be accounted for by the presenceoch. Figure 7 shows the EMG data collected from four
muscles recorded with a clockwise force field. The data of both Class I and Class II memory cells. On the one
hand, Class I memory cells (x-y-y) typically shifted theirare plotted separately for each muscle sampled and for
each behavioral epoch. We observed that the preferred Pd in the direction of the force field in the Force epoch
and retained this shift in the Washout epoch. On thedirection of all four muscles rotated in the direction of
the force in the Force epoch, and rotated back in the other hand, Class II memory cells (x-x-y) did not change
their Pd in the Force epoch. Their Pd, however, shiftedWashout. On average, the Pd of muscles shifted by
18.88 (median 21.48) in the Force epoch compared to the in the Washout epoch in the direction opposite to the
previous force field. In the Washout epoch, the shifts ofBaseline, and shifted back by 221.78 (median 221.78) in
the Washout compared to the Force epoch. The classifi- Pd of the Class I and Class II memory cells balanced
each other. As a result, for the neuronal population, thecation of muscles is reported in Table 2.
changes of Pd between the Washout and the Baseline
essentially averaged to zero. Notably, the percentagesDiscussion
of the Class I and Class II memory cells were similar
(19% versus 22%).Single Cell Plasticity and Population Changes
In our interpretation, Class I and Class II memory cellsin the Primary Motor Cortex
are complementary correlates of motor performanceIf the primary motor cortex ultimately controls the move-
and motor learning. After readaptation in the nonper-ment through its projections to the subcortical struc-
turbed condition (Washout), the neuronal population re-tures and the spinal cord, then its overall output should
turns to a state statistically indistinguishable from thebe the same in the Washout and in the Baseline. In
initial state (Baseline). Correspondingly, the motor per-other words, in order to subserve the function of motor
formance, as dictated by the activity of the neuronalperformance, the neuronal population of M1 must trans-
population, assumes similar values in terms of both themit analogous commands before and after the adap-
kinematics and the dynamics of movements. At the sin-tation experience. On the other hand, this and other
gle cell level, however, the activity of neurons after re-studies provide evidence for neural plasticity in M1 asso-
adaptation still reflects the previous adaptation to theciated with motor learning. In the present study, we
force field. Such plasticity parallels the development ofshow that plastic changes in memory cells outlast the
an internal model of the dynamic environment.exposure to the force field, reflecting the development
of an internal model. These findings suggest that M1 is
also involved in motor learning. But how can these two Neuronal Plasticity and Short- versus Long-Term
Motor Learningfunctions, of motor performance and motor learning,
be achieved by the same neuronal population? Two In the present study, we used the correlation coefficient
(CC) as an indicator of behavioral performance. From afindings reported here are relevant to this issue. First,
two classes of memory cells were found. With regard psychophysical standpoint, the observation of the CC
revealed several stages of motor learning. First, withinto the change of preferred direction, these two classes
balanced each other in the Washout. Second, when the each session, the CC increased across trials in the Force
epoch, as illustrated in Figure 2A. We refer to this stageentire neuronal population was considered, the changes
of preferred direction matched the changes observed as motor adaptation, or short-term learning. Second,
we computed the mean CC in the Force epoch for eachfor muscles. Taken together, these findings suggest that
while single neurons change their activity when a new session (i.e., for each day) and studied its trend across
sessions. The mean CC increased, and reached a pla-internal model is developed (motor learning), the entire
neuronal population reorganizes itself to transmit a sig- teau within 15–25 sessions in the same force field (data
not shown). Third, for both monkeys, the mean CCnal appropriate for the behavioral goal (motor perfor-
mance). reached a plateau within fewer sessions for the second
force field than for the first force field (6–8 days for theThe curl force fields used in this experiment imposed
a constraint on the effects of adaptation on muscular second field versus 15–25 days for the first field) (C.
Padoa-Schioppa et al., 1998, Soc. Neurosci., abstract).activity. In accord with the predictions illustrated in Fig-
ure 1D, the preferred direction (Pd) of muscles rotated We refer to these last two stages as long-term learning.
Interestingly, these stages closely parallel those ob-in the direction of the external force in the Force epoch
and rotated back in the Washout epoch. Incidentally, tained in previous reports on the learning of motor se-
quences (Hikosaka et al., 2000).this confirms previous results from a study on humans
performing an identical learning task (Thoroughman and The present study investigated the neural correlates
of motor adaptation. Independently of its significanceShadmehr, 1999). For neurons, we found several classes
of cells, including memory cells that have different Pd for long-term learning, the neuronal plasticity observed
here occurred within a single session. In this respect,in the Washout compared to the Baseline. Thus, single
cells did not simply reflect the changes of muscle activ- it should be more precisely referred to as short-term
plasticity. Previous studies have demonstrated that indi-ity. The neuronal population, however, matched the
Neuron
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Figure 6. Scatter Plots
Diagonal plots. Cells were separately classified according to the changes of Pd (Aa, top left), the changes of Avf (Bb, center), and the changes
of Tw (Cc, bottom right). In each plot, the x axis represents the change in the measure in the Force epoch compared to the Baseline, and the
y axis represents the change in the Washout compared to the Force epoch. The kinematic cells (black) do not show any significant change
either for the x or the y measure and are close to the origin. The dynamic cells (blue) show a change in the Force epoch compared to the
Baseline, and the opposite effect in the Washout compared to the Force epoch. These cells lie on the diagonal over the second and fourth
quadrant. The “x-y-y” cells (or memory I cells) are represented in green. These cells show a significant change between the Force epoch and
the Baseline, but not between the Washout and the Force epoch. Thus, they lie on the x axis. The “x-x-y” cells (or memory II cells) are
Reorganization of Neuronal Activity in Motor Cortex
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Table 1. Classification of Cells Recorded in the Force Field Adaptation Task
Preferred Direction Average Firing Rate Tuning Width
Kinematic (x-x-x) 22 (34%) 13 (9%) 7 (28%)
Dynamic (x-y-x) 14 (22%) 18 (13%) 3 (12%)
Memory I (x-y-y) 12 (19%) 29 (21%) 5 (20%)
Memory II (x-x-y) 14 (22%) 22 (16%) 5 (20%)
Other (x-y-z) 2 (3%) 55 (40%) 5 (20%)
Total 64 (100%) 137 (100%) 25 (100%)
vidual neurons can reflect the acquisition of a condi- erally worse than the performance in the first force field.
In other words, the mean CC in the second force fieldtioned response within several minutes of sensorimotor
associations (Mitz et al., 1991; Aosaki et al., 1994; Chen was lower, independent of which force field was pre-
sented first (clockwise or counterclockwise). This inter-and Wise, 1995; Wise et al., 1998). A recent experiment
revealed neuronal activity underlying rapid motor adap- ference would not be expected had the monkey learned
both force fields so well that their corresponding internaltation in the superior colliculus, concordant with pro-
gressively shorter reaction times (Dorris et al., 2000). models could be switched on and off at “no cost.” In-
stead, this observation suggests that even in the plateauOverall, a growing body of evidence supports the idea
that neuronal plasticity can occur over a very short pe- region of the long-term learning, the monkeys were still
completing the development of the internal models forriod of time. Mechanisms previously proposed in a num-
ber of studies, such as the unmasking of preexisting the force fields.
In the interpretation proposed, the neuronal plasticityhorizontal synaptic connections, could account for the
plasticity observed here together with its time scale (Do- reflects the development of an internal model of the
movement dynamics. A distinct and complementary in-noghue, 1995; Hess et al., 1996; Dinse et al., 1997; Hunt-
ley, 1997; Laubach et al., 2000). terpretation can also be considered. The changes of the
tuning curves outlasting the dynamic adaptation mightThe data reported here were collected starting from
the first day the monkeys were exposed to the force reflect the temporal “nonstationarity” of the cortex. In
an always-changing environment, the nervous systemfields up to sessions well within the long-term learning
plateau. Different classes of cells, including memory constantly reorganizes itself to meet its needs. In the
motor areas of the cerebral cortex, the reorganizationcells, were recorded in all phases of the long-term learn-
ing curve, and sometimes in the same session. Although occurs to accomplish the desired motor acts. While sub-
sequent changes overwrite each other, any time thewe cannot conclude from the present data that the neu-
ronal plasticity observed here is directly related to long- nervous system encounters a new environment, a sub-
population of neurons modify the activity to accommo-term motor learning, the fact that the neurons exhibiting
plasticity were found in the behavioral plateau remains date the new conditions. In this view, our observations
are the fingerprints of a continuous reorganization ofintriguing. Indeed, some indication suggests that the
monkeys’ behavior was not completely stationary even the nervous system, suggesting that neuronal plasticity
is the rule rather than an exception.when the mean CC had reached the plateau. After com-
pletion of the present study, one of the monkeys was
used for a follow-up experiment where the two force
fields were presented within the same session (DiLo- Kinematic versus “Load” Modulation
of M1 Neuronsrenzo, 1999). In that experiment, the results of which
will be presented elsewhere, the monkey underwent the Consistent with previous experiments, the present re-
sults provide evidence that the movement-related neu-following sequence of epochs: Baseline, Force A, Wash-
out, Force B, Washout, Force A, Washout. Force fields ronal activity in primary motor cortex can be modulated
by loads. Earlier work demonstrated that the dischargeA and B were the same clockwise and counterclockwise
force fields used here, with the order of presentation of many motor cortical cells varies with muscle activity
(Evarts, 1968; Humphrey et al., 1970; Thach, 1978;counterbalanced across sessions. Although the monkey
was already familiar with both force fields, we observed Cheney and Fetz, 1980; Fromm, 1983). Neuronal activity
increased when the monkey moved against an opposingthat the performance in the second force field was gen-
represented in red and lie on the y axis. The “x-y-z” cells are represented in gray. The arrows in (Aa) indicate the direction of the force field.
The two monkeys (B and M) and the two force fields, clockwise (CK) and counterclockwise (CCK), are represented by the symbols: circles
(B, CK), squares (B, CCK), triangles (M, CK), and diamonds (M, CCK).
Off-diagonal plots. The off-diagonal plots compare the classification of cells based upon different parameters. For each neuron, the position
on the axes represents the changes of one parameter (axes), while the color represents the category based upon a different parameter (color).
The conventions for colors are the same as for the diagonal plots. (Ab, top center) The axes refer to the changes of Pd (axes: Pd), while the
colors refer to the changes of Avf (color: Avf). The neurons shown in plot (Ab) are the same neurons shown in plot (Aa). However, in plot (Ab),
there is no systematic relationship between the position and the colors. In other words, there is no consistent correspondence between the
classification based upon the two parameters Pd and Avf. (Ba, center left) further testifies the independence between the changes of Avf
(axes: Avf) and the changes of Pd (color: Pd). Note that of the 137 neurons shown in plot (Bb), only 64 are present in plot (Ba); these 64 are
the neurons that were significantly tuned in all three epochs and that could be classified according to the Pd. (Ac) (axes: Pd; color: Tw) and
(Ca) (axes: Tw, color: Pd) illustrate the relations between the changes of Pd and the changes of Tw. (Bc) (axes: Avf; color: Tw) and (Cb) (axes:
Tw, color: Avf) illustrate the relations between the changes of Avf and the changes of Tw. Only the 25 neurons that could be classified
according to the Tw are shown in plots (Ac), (Ca), (Bc), and (Cb).
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Figure 7. Muscles EMG
EMG activity recorded with a clockwise (CK)
force field. The EMG activity was rectified and
integrated over the same movement-related
time window used for cells. For each muscle,
the Pd shifts in the CK direction in the Force
epoch, and in the CCK direction in the
Washout.
load, and decreased when the load facilitated the move- muscle-like neuronal activity and activity that reflected
the direction of joint movement in space coexisted inments. More recently, the responses of motor cortical
neurons were systematically examined in monkeys per- M1 (Kakei et al., 1999). The authors suggested that both
“muscles” (28/88 neurons) and “movements” (44/88forming center-out planar movements, compensating
for a load that pulled the arm in eight different directions neurons) are represented in the primary motor cortex.
These results, together with those obtained in other(Kalaska et al., 1989). The clockwise and counterclock-
wise curl forces used in our experiment imposed a load studies (Georgopoulos et al., 1992; Shen and Alexander,
1997; Zhang et al., 1997), suggested that M1 harborswhose direction was always orthogonal to the direction
of movement. The modulations of neuronal activity we dynamic processes that translate stimulus representa-
tion into motor outputs.obtained were therefore not readily comparable to those
obtained by Kalaska and colleagues. A close examina- In our statistical analysis, the kinematic category was
always the null hypothesis. In other words, we classifiedtion of Figure 6 of that study, however, reveals that
the preferred direction of that M1 neuron rotates in the cells based on changes of their parameters, and we
included them in the class of kinematic cells if nodirection of the force, similar to what we observed in
the present work. changes were observed. Thus, no strong claims can be
made regarding the functional role of kinematic cells.Though of a smaller proportion, we also found neurons
that appeared to encode the direction of movement Furthermore, when multiple parameters were consid-
ered at the same time, the large majority of neuronsindependently of changes in muscle activity. The per-
centage of kinematic cells obtained in the current study showed some change across epochs. On the other
hand, our task provided a strong constraint on the activ-(9%–34%, depending on the parameter) is smaller than
the 41% obtained in a study in which the direction of ity of muscles, namely a shift of the preferred direction.
Indeed, the argument based on the vectorial summationmovement and muscle activity was dissociated using
opposing and assisting torque load (Crutcher and Alex- of the force exerted by muscles and the force exerted
by the manipulandum (illustrated in Figure 1D) wouldander, 1990), though comparable to that documented
in other studies (Kalaska et al., 1989; Scott and Kalaska, predict that the shift of preferred direction occurs for
any muscle directionally tuned in the task. It is thus1997). More recently, in a behavioral task dissociating
muscle activity, direction of joint movement, and direc- surprising that a relatively large population of cells does
not show any shift of preferred direction across epochstion of movement in space, it was demonstrated that
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Table 2. Muscles
Preferred Direction Average Firing Rate Tuning Width
Kinematic (x-x-x) 2 (17%) 4 (25%) 3 (30%)
Dynamic (x-y-x) 6 (50%) 2 (13%) 4 (40%)
Memory I (x-y-y) 1 (8%) 5 (31%) 2 (20%)
Memory II (x-x-y) 0 2 (13%) 0
Other (x-y-z) 3 (25%) 3 (19%) 1 (10%)
Total 12 (100%) 16 (100%) 10 (100%)
(kinematic cells, 34%). In this regard, it is also notewor- changes of speed can be rejected. Furthermore, it can
be shown that, independently of the shape of v(q), thethy that in the present study the monkeys were not only
switching between different dynamic environments, but homogeneous distribution of neuronal preferred direc-
tions in all three epochs is sufficient to exclude thiswere also learning a new force field. The kinematic cells
were thus not only noncorrelated with the dynamics of hypothesis. We also performed a correlation analysis
on a cell-by-cell basis. For each cell, we computed thethe movements, but also “resistant” to a motor learning
experience. corresponding speed tuning curve v(q) and its Pd. Then
we studied the correlation between changes of neuronal
Pd and changes of the corresponding speed Pd, sepa-Changes of Average Firing Frequency
rately for each pair of epochs (Force-Baseline, Washout-Changes of neuronal activity across behavioral epochs
Force, and Washout-Baseline). For a cell to participateoccurred in the preferred direction (Pd), the average
in this analysis, we imposed the conditions of directionalfiring frequency (Avf), and the tuning width (Tw). At the
nonuniformity on both the neuronal and the speed tuningpopulation level, we noted a general increase of the Avf
curves (condition pR , 0.05, Rayleigh test). When de-as the monkey performed across the three behavioral
fined, the changes of speed Pd were essentially at ran-epochs. The fact that the Avf continued to increase in
dom. Consistently, none of the three correlations wasthe Washout suggests that factors other than the load
significant (all r2 , 2%). We conclude that changes ofimposed by the external force should be considered.
neuronal Pd do not correlate with fluctuations of speed.One possibility is that this increase is related to the
To test for changes of average speed across epochs,adaptation process, similar to the shift of Pd. An alterna-
we first combined the data of both monkeys and bothtive explanation, however, is that the monkeys became
force fields (91 days total). We found no changes in thefatigued as they continued the task, such that more
Force compared to the Baseline (mean 5 2%, p 5 0.13),cortical output was required to generate muscle con-
and a modest increase in the Washout compared to thetractions adequate for movement. In a study in which
Force (mean 5 5%, p 5 0.03). We then investigated onthe activity of motor cortex neurons was recorded in
a cell-by-cell basis whether the change in neuronal Avfmonkeys trained to perform self-paced isometric con-
correlated with speed fluctuations. For each pair oftractions, 50% (13/26) of the neurons increased and
epochs, we computed the correlation between the31% (8/26) decreased in discharge frequency during
changes of neuronal Avf and the changes of averagemuscle fatigue (Belhaj-Saif et al., 1996). Therefore, we
speed. None of these were significant (all r2 , 14%).cannot rule out the possibility that the change of Avf
We conclude that the changes of neuronal Avf do notobserved in the current study reflects, at least in part,
correlate with fluctuations of speed.fatigue of the cortico-motor circuitry.
As no instance satisfied both the conditions of direc-
tional nonuniformity and unimodality for both the neu-Movement Speed
ronal and the speed tuning curve, the correlation could
It has been proposed that the activity of M1 reflects
not be studied for the Tw.
movement speed (Moran and Schwartz, 1999). In the
Taken together, these results confirm that the kine-
following, we explicitly address the issue of whether
matics were essentially constant throughout the task
speed fluctuations can explain our observations and we
and that changes of neuronal activity across epochs
conclude that they cannot.
reflect the change of movement dynamics and the adap-
Because the trajectories were essentially straight in
tation to the force field.
all three epochs, we referred to a modified version of the
model of Moran and Schwartz: m(q) 5 v(q) cos(q 2 `),
where m(q) was the firing rate of the cell and v(q) was the Conclusions
In conclusion, we presented a paradigm that dissociatesspeed. Thus, the tuning curve of cells was the product of
a spatial, cosine-shaped tuning curve and a speed tun- movement kinematics from movement dynamics and
motor performance from the effects of motor adaptation.ing curve v(q). For each day, we computed the speed
tuning curve in the three epochs. The speed profile was By choosing a specific, rotation invariant, dynamic per-
turbation, we were able to make stringent predictionsintegrated from the movement onset to the end of move-
ment, and the tuning curves were computed as was on the effects of the perturbation on muscle activity.
We then used the muscles as a framework to interpretdone for neurons.
To test for uniformity of distribution across directions, the neuronal activity recorded from M1. We presented
evidence of neuronal plasticity associated with dynamicwe first combined all the days, separately for the two
force fields. We obtained six speed tuning curves (3 adaptation and development of a new internal model. In
response to the changing dynamics of the environment,epochs 3 2 force fields), none of which was significantly
nonuniform (all pR . 0.40, Rayleigh test). Thus, the hy- neurons changed their firing rate and spatial tuning
properties. Plastic changes outlasted the exposure topothesis that changes of neuronal Pd correlate with
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Figure 8. Gross Histology
Reconstruction of the recording sites on the
surface of the brain for the two monkeys. The
circles illustrate the number of cells recorded
from the corresponding coordinates. CS,
central sulcus; AS, arcuate sulcus; PS, princi-
pal sulcus.
where B is a constant viscosity matrix and V is the instantaneousthe perturbation. Remarkably, changes of neuronal ac-
hand velocity vector in Cartesian coordinates (Shadmehr andtivity across behavioral conditions combined in a way
Mussa-Ivaldi, 1994). For B, we chose an antidiagonal rotation matrixadequate to support both functions of motor perfor-
[0 b; 2b 0] that defined a viscous, curl force field. The force fieldmance and motor learning.
was viscous in that the magnitude of the applied forces was propor-
tional to the instantaneous hand speed (||V||) and curl in that theExperimental Procedures
force direction was orthogonal to the instantaneous hand velocity
(V). We chose b 5 6 0.07 N s/m. Depending on the sign, F wasBehavioral Task
clockwise (CK, b . 0) or counterclockwise (CCK, b , 0).Two adult male macaque monkeys (Macaca nemestrina) were used
The monkeys performed at an 80% success rate (in the Baselinein the experiment. Both monkeys performed with their right arm.
epoch), after 4 to 6 months of training on the behavioral task. At noThe monkeys held a two-link low-friction manipulandum and per-
time during training were the monkeys exposed to the force fieldsformed the reaching task in an electrically isolated enclosure (Figure
used for recordings. Recording sessions using the two force fields1A). Two torque motors at the base of the manipulandum could apply
were run in blocks, with each block occurring over a period of 1 toperturbing force field upon the hand of the monkey. The monkeys
5 months. The CK force field was studied first for both monkeys.forearm was positioned approximately parallel to the ground and
The quality of the performance was quantified with a correlationthe monkeys could move their arm freely during the task. Move-
coefficient (CC, see below). In each session, the CC showed anments were confined to the horizontal plane. A computer monitor,
adaptation curve (Figure 2A). Over sessions, the adaptation becamesituated 75 cm in front of the monkey and slightly below eye level,
faster (shorter ramp) and better (higher asymptote). Monkey B un-displayed the targets of the movement and a cursor representing
derwent 40 sessions (CK) and 10 sessions (CCK) with the two forcethe position of the manipulandum handle. The center square and
fields, respectively. The mean CC approximately reached plateauperipheral targets were represented by squares of 14 by 14 mm
after 25 and 6 sessions, respectively. Monkey M underwent 25 ses-(corresponding to ca 18 of visual angle) and the cursor by a square
sions (CK) and 16 sessions (CCK) with the two force fields, respec-of 3 by 3 mm (ca 0.28 of visual angle).
tively. The mean CC reached plateau after 15 and 8 sessions, respec-The behavioral paradigm was a delayed, visually guided, reaching
tively. During the sessions of the plateau region, the CC reachedtask (Figure 1B). A center square appeared in the center of the
asymptote and the trajectories became straight within 30 trials inmonitor before the beginning of each trial. The monkeys moved the
each epoch (C. Padoa-Schioppa et al., 1998, Soc. Neurosci., ab-cursor into the center square to initiate the trial. After 1,000 ms, a
stract).peripheral target appeared randomly at one of eight locations evenly
spaced in a circle corresponding to 10 cm of actual distance in the
center-out movement. The monkeys held the cursor within the cen- Surgery, Recording, Electrical Microstimulation,
and Animal Careter square for a variable period of 800 to 1,200 ms after the appear-
ance of the peripheral target. The center square was then extin- After training and under aseptic stereotaxic surgery, we implanted
a restraint device on the skull and a recording well (18 mm, innerguished (the “GO” signal). The monkeys had to move and acquire
the peripheral target within 1,200 ms after the “GO” signal appeared diameter) over the left primary motor cortex (M1). The location of
M1 was verified by magnetic resonance imaging prior to surgery.and remain within the peripheral target for another 1,000 ms to
complete the task and receive a juice reward. During the movement, The monkeys were given antibiotics and pain medications, and were
allowed full rest for at least one week following the surgery. Thethe trajectory had to be confined to an area subtended by an angle
of 608 on both sides of the line connecting the center square and NIH guidelines on the care and use of animals were strictly adhered
to throughout the experiment.the peripheral target. Such a large spatial window was used to
accommodate the possible perturbations of movements. The same Vinyl-coated tungsten electrodes (1–3 MV impedance) were used
for recordings. Electrodes were advanced initially in the experimenttime constraints and spatial windows were used for the three behav-
ioral epochs. The trial was terminated if the monkeys made a mistake through a hydraulic microdrive with a depth resolution of 1 mm and
later by manually rotating a threaded rod carrying the electrode inat any time during the task, and a new trial was initiated after a
randomly selected inter-trial interval of 1 to 2 s. a set-screw system at an approximate depth resolution of 30 mm
(300 mm/turn). Up to three electrodes were used in each session.In each session, the monkeys performed in three behavioral ep-
ochs (Baseline–no force; Force epoch–force field; Washout–no Electrical signals were passed through a head stage (AI 401, Axon
Instruments) and an amplifier (Cyberamp 380, Axon Instruments)force), each with approximately 160 successful trials. The force
fields used in the current experiments were vector fields F 5 BV, and filtered at a high and low cutoff of 10K Hz and 300 Hz, respec-
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tively. Action potentials were detected by threshold crossing and neurons were segregated in different cortical layers. However, differ-
ent classes of neurons were recorded in the same locations on thewaveforms (1.75 ms duration, 25 kHz) were recorded (Experiment-
er’s WorkBench 5.1, DataWave Technology) and digitized for subse- surface and sometimes even from the same electrode (i.e., at the
same time).quent clustering.
Electrical microstimulations were performed in separate sessions Because our results rest upon the changes observed in tuning
curves, several concerns were considered. In general, since theto verify the recording locations. A train of 20 biphasic charge bal-
anced pulse pairs (pulse width 5 0.1 ms, train duration 5 60 ms) change of Pd of neurons was consistently in the direction of the
perturbing force, random sources of noise can hardly account forwas delivered at 330 Hz. At most sites, muscle twitches in the
shoulder and forearm were elicited with a current magnitude of 20 the alterations of neuronal activity. In addition, we analyzed only
neurons with excellent recording stability, addressing the concernm Amp.
We manually implanted teflon-insulated wires into the pectoralis, of poor isolation. Finally, monkeys adopted a stable body position
and a stereotypical arm configuration while performing the task,deltoid, biceps, triceps, and brachioradialis muscles in separate
sessions. The electromyographic (EMG) activity was recorded, recti- suggesting that the changes of neuronal activity did not reflect
postural changes (Scott and Kalaska, 1995, 1997; Sergio and Ka-fied, and integrated over the movement-related time window. The
response magnitudes were normalized and submitted to the same laska, 1997).
analyses used for cells. Sixteen instances of muscles were consid-
ered in the final sample (three pectoralis, five deltoid, four biceps, Statistical Analysis of Tuning Curves
two triceps, and two brachioradialis). We statistically compare the three parameters (Pd, Avf, and Tw)
Both monkeys were euthanized at the end of the experiment. They across epochs using the following method. In each epoch, we re-
were given an overdose of pentobarbital sodium and then perfused peatedly measure the firing rate ti of the cell for movements in the
transcardially with heparinized saline, followed by buffered Forma- direction i, and i 5 1,...8. We indicate with ti( j ) the jth measure of ti,
lin. The brain was removed from the skull following standard proce- and we have j 5 1...ni and ni » 20. ti is a random variable with
dures. Examination of the penetration marks on the surface of the expectation value mi and finite variance Var(ti ). If mi is the expected
brain revealed that they were primarily concentrated on the anterior firing rate of the cell for movements in direction i, a parameter is a
bank of the central sulcus, at a location corresponding to the arm function:
area of the primary motor cortex (Figure 8).
p 5 P(mi ) (1)
Data Analysis and we want to compare values of p obtained in different epochs.
The correlation coefficient (CC) was defined as in human studies. The best estimate we have for mi is:Briefly, from each trajectory (x(t), y(t)), we extracted the speed profile
v 5 (x˙2(t ) 1 y˙2(t ))1/2. We then derived an ideal speed profile u through
mi 5
1
ni
o
ni
j 5 1
ti( j ) (2)an iterative process through all trials in the Baseline. The vectors v
and u were aligned at their maximum and the CC was defined as
namely the average of many measures of the firing rate ti. The vari-the normalized covariance of v and u (see Shadmehr and Mussa-
ance Var(ti ) can be estimated through:Ivaldi, 1994 for details):
Var(ti ) » s2i 5
1
ni 2 1
o
ni
j 5 1
(ti( j ) 2 mi)2 (3)CC (v,u) 5
cov(v,u)
s(v)s(u)
For high values of ni (ni » 20 in our case), mi can be safely treatedIn essence, the CC quantifies the similarity between the actual and
as a Gaussian variable mi:N(m,s2i ). Furthermore, because a liner com-the ideal speed profiles.
bination f 5 ax 1 by 1 c of Gaussian variables x:N(m,s2) andIndividual neurons recorded from the same electrode were first
y:N(m,s2) is itself a Gaussian variable with f:N((a 1 b) m 1 c,(a2 1separated through manual clustering. Only cells whose waveform
b2)s2) (Devore, 1990, p.212), we have: s2i 5 Var(ti )/ni. Thus, we canwas convincingly consistent throughout the recordings (as valued
consider mi as a measure of mi affected by a square error s2i . Noteby visual inspection) were considered for further analysis.
that while the expectation value of s2i is Var(ti ), independent of theAll the results on the neuronal and muscular activity refer to the
number of measures ni, the expectation value of s2i is Var(ti )/ni, asame movement-related time period (from 200 ms before the move-
decreasing function of ni.ment onset to the end of the movement). The onset and termination
The idea of the method is to propagate to the parameter p theof the movement were defined with a speed threshold criterion (4
error of measure s2i of mi. We develop the parameter p 5 P(mi ) closecm/s) during the acceleration and deceleration phase of the
to mi at the first order in (mi 2 mi):movement.
In each session, we arbitrarily considered that the monkeys had
reached the steady-state region after they had performed four suc- P(mi ) » P(mi ) 1 o
i
]P
]mium (mi 2 mi) (4)cessful trials in each direction of movement. Only the remaining
trials were considered for further analysis.
This approximation is best for smooth functions P(mi ), and for smallThe activity of each neuron was separately analyzed in the Base-
values of jmi 2 mij. The expectation value of jmi 2 mij is s2i , whichline, Force field, and Washout epochs. For each epoch and for
is smaller for higher ni. Following Equation (4), p is Gaussian, with:each direction, we considered the mean activity across trials. We
obtained three tuning curves and we defined the preferred direction
p : N1P(mi ), o
i
1 ]P]mium22 s2i 2 ; N(P(mi ), s2p) (5)(Pd), average firing rate (Avf), and tuning width (Tw). Pd was as thedirection of the vector average of the tuning curve. Avf was the
average of the tuning curve. Tw was the angle over which the firing
frequency was higher than half the maximum of the tuning curve.
The Tw was not defined for multimodal cells, for which the directions We are left with the problem of comparing two Gaussian variables,
for which we have the measures of the mean values and the esti-with firing frequency higher than half the maximum were noncon-
tinuous. mates of the variances. This can be done with a conventional z test.
The cells presented in this paper were classified by running threeOur analysis focused on cells with Avf . 1 Hz. Of the 162 neurons
considered, 137 neurons satisfied this criterion in all three behavioral z tests. We obtained three p values for the three pairs of epochs
(pfb for Force-Baseline, pwf for Washout-Force, pwb for Washout-epochs. Sixty-four neurons had a significantly nonuniform activity
across the eight directions in all three epochs (Rayleigh test, pR , Baseline). Cells were classified as kinematic, dynamic, or memory
for a given parameter by setting a threshold a 5 0.05, below which0.05). Twenty-five neurons were unimodal in all three epochs.
The neuronal recordings were carried out over several months. we rejected the null hypothesis. For instance, we classified as dy-
namic a cell with pfb , a, pwf , a, pwb . a. Analogously, we did forNo effort was made to locate the cortical layer of the recording
sites. Thus, we cannot ascertain whether the different classes of the other categories of cells. We also had some dubious cases, for
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instance when pfb , a, pwf . a, pwb . a. The first p value indicates Fromm, C. (1983). Changes of steady state activity in motor cortex
consistent with the length-tension relation of muscle. Pfluegersan activity in the Force epoch different than the one in the Baseline,
but neither of the differences between Washout-Force and Wash- Arch. 398, 318–323.
out-Baseline is significant. We proceeded in this case according to Gandolfo, F., Li, C.-S.R., Benda, B., Padoa-Schioppa, C., and Bizzi,
the lowest p value, so that we classified the cell as dynamic if pwf , E. (2000). Cortical correlates of motor learning in monkeys adapting
pwb, and as memory if pwf . pwb. to a new dynamic environment. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 97, 2259–
2263.
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